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Students in physics laboratory courses, particularly at the upper division, are often expected to 
engage in troubleshooting.  Although there are numerous ways in which students may proceed 
when diagnosing a problem, not all approaches are equivalent in terms of providing meaningful 
insight.  It is reasonable to believe that metacognition, by assisting students in making informed 
decisions, is an integral component of effective troubleshooting.  We report on an investigation 
of authentic student troubleshooting in the context of junior-level electronics courses at two 
institutions.  Think-aloud interviews were conducted with pairs of students as they attempted to 
repair a malfunctioning operational-amplifier circuit.  Video data from the interviews have been 
analyzed to examine the relationship between each group’s troubleshooting activities and 
instances of socially mediated metacognition.  We present an analysis of a short episode from 
one interview.
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Excerpt Analysis

Socially mediated metacognitive regulation (1-8)
S2’s question (line 3) and confirmation (line 7) serve to regulate 
how S1 (and thus the pair as a whole) think about the amplifier.

 Cyclic other-monitoring for more efficient diagnosis (14-36)
Students share hypotheses and jointly rule out an unproductive 
approach (switching amplifier inputs) that lacks sufficient 
explanitory power.

Socially Mediated Metacognition

Transcript and Timeline

Conclusions and Next Steps

Student Reasoning

1 S1: So, it’s doubled Vin, but it’s not inverted it.  
2   And it shouldn’t be inver- should be-
3 S2: Is that an inverting amplifier?
4 S1:  No, it’s not. An inverting amplifier is 
5   connected to the- Vin is connected to the 
6   negative terminal, right?
7 S2: Yeah, yeah.
8 S1: So it shouldn’t be inverted.
9   So this one- [Points to schematic]
10 S2: Well, neither of them are inverting.
11 S1: Oh, yes. [Points to schematic]
12   This one is inverting.
13 S1: The second one is inverting.

25 S1: On here it’s not- [Leans over circuit]
26   there’s no output at all.
27   I mean there’s this tiny-* 
   [Points to oscilloscope]
28 S2: What do you mean? [Points to oscilloscope]
29   Yeah, there’s-
30 S1: I guess, but that’s like-
31 S2: How much- Well, how big is it?
32 S1: It’s tiny.  It’s like ten millivolts.
33 S2: Oh.  Well, okay.  
34   We have a good output for the first op-amp, 
35   so we are going to have- the problem is in the
36   second one.

*Due to equipment settings, students were only measuring a small ac signal.

14 S2: But our Vout right now isn’t inverting. 
   [Points to oscilloscope]
15   So that probably means that these positive, 
16   plus and minus terminals on the second one 
17   are just mixed up. [Points to schematic]
18 S1: Why?
19 S2: Because it’s not inverting.
20   So this is an inverting amplifier, so they just 
21   mixed up the plus and minus. 
   [Points to schematic]
22 S1: But this one’s not doing anything at all.
   [Points to schematic]
23   The way this is drawn here is inverting.
24 S2: Yeah.  But on here- [Points to circuit]
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Two Dimensions of Interest

Transcripts coded simultaneously according to metacognitive 
function and transactive qualities.

• New ideas:   Verbalizing new information or approaches 
• Assessment:  Evaluating information/approaches, including:
 • Appropriateness of a strategy
 • Sensibility of results
 • A students’ own understanding

Metacognitive Function

• Self-disclosure:  Clarifying one’s thinking to a partner
• Feedback request:  Inviting a partner to critique one’s 
 thinking
• Other-monitoring:  Attempting to better understand a 
 partner’s thinking

Transactive Quality

Motivation

• Important skill for lab courses1 and desired learning goal of 
 AAPT laboratory guidelines2 

• Little research to date on troubleshooting in physics courses

• Sufficiently complex so as to require troubleshooting
• Structured, hierarchical nature enables isolation of faults

Why Electronics?

Why Troubleshooting?

Study Overview

Faults localized to stage 2 
Multiple faults 

Stage 1 may be ruled out
Iterative approach

Important Characteristics of Task

Interview Task

•  Conducted interviews with pairs of students using familiar 
 lab equipment and an appropriate troubleshooting task
•  Analyzed interview data using the Socially Mediated 
 Metacognition Framework3 (SMMF) and Experimental 
 Modeling Framework4 (EMF)

Interview Protocol: 
Participants: 
Timing: 

Think-aloud
 Students in 3rd year lab course 
 After relevant instruction

+Vin 1 kΩ

470 Ω

470 Ω
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Vout+

Stage 1
Non-inverting

Gain 2x

Output
Inverting
Gain -20x

Stage 2
Inverting
Gain -10x

Fault 1
100 Ω used

∴ gain increased by 10x
Op-amp damaged

∴ constant DC output

Fault 2

Cascading amplifier circuit


